Takitaki mai comes from the phrase ‘ka takitaki mai te ata’ which speaks to the harbingers of morning’s arrival. The art and science of the motivational practitioner is to pick up and enhance the glimmer of new dawns.
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Introduction

The purpose of this guide is to bring Motivational Interviewing (MI) to Māori working in the health and social service sectors. As a way of working, the authors believe MI offers much to enhance the work of Māori practitioners - particularly those working with Māori. Although the authors draw on their experience of utilising Māori concepts, values and practices, they recognise and acknowledge that Māori working in the health and social service sectors have a range of understanding and capability to use this knowledge in their work. It is outside the scope of this guide to explore Te Ao Māori concepts or practices used as part of the therapeutic process. However, Appendix 1 is an adapted reading and resource list from the Takarangi Competency Framework (Matua Raḵi, 2012) that practitioners can use to enhance their knowledge through self-directed learning.

The guide grew from the philosophy of He Waka Tapu (Appendix 1) incorporating images of journeys and pōwhiri processes, a Matua Raḵi MI training opportunity and a collaboration between like-minded parties wanting to increase the accessibility of MI to Māori. He Waka Tapu uses the image of waka - a symbolic image of whānau moving into the future. He Waka Tapu invites men and women to consider what kind of waka will carry them and their tamariki into the future. What kind of waka needs to be built to face the many and varied challenges? Who is going with them and what skills will they need to ensure success? Do they know how to get there? What navigation knowledge or instruments do they possess?

He Waka Tapu kaimahi also have an understanding of the ‘pōwhiri process’ which provides the backdrop to all engagement and relationship building with whānau. This involves a series of transactions with the intention of creating a safe physical, emotional and spiritual space that allows a transition from tapu to noa, and also space in which kōrero can take place.

The purpose of this guide first and foremost is to contribute to maximising positive outcomes for Māori. This guide is aimed primarily at Māori practitioners wanting to utilise MI. Ideally practitioners will already be taking a holistic approach to health and wellbeing, based in Māori beliefs, values and rituals. It is hoped this guide will mean MI is used more effectively within Māori settings. Our desire is for a Māori approach to MI that is readily transferable to a broad range of health-related issues and ‘user friendly’ for both kaimahi and whānau.

Some areas in which MI has been found to be useful are:

- addictive behaviours e.g. substance use, gambling, tobacco use
- asthma
- diabetes
- diet and exercise
- stopping violence
- hypertension
- medication use
- oral health
- reducing reoffending.
Culture, Healing and Motivational Interviewing

Māori, like other indigenous people, have used holistic healing interventions based in their knowledge systems to ameliorate physical problems as well as disruptions of the spirit, emotions, and of the mind. Understanding illness and wellbeing requires consideration of the underlying values, philosophy and ideology that influence both the seen and unseen manifestations of distress and wellbeing. A transformational practitioner must be aware of cultural symbolism, process (particularly communication and relationships) and metaphor if they are to help a person navigate their own path to wellbeing.

A culturally competent practitioner can contribute to wellbeing by integrating cultural and clinical elements within their practice. Linking indigenous culture and knowledge with other theoretical models is possible when the goal is hope, wellbeing and transformation. At the end of the day it is about best practice.

Also like other indigenous populations worldwide, Māori have and currently experience historical, cultural and socioeconomic deprivation and trauma that impact on their collective and individual wellbeing. Often strangers in their own lands, many indigenous people have had their cultural knowledge and understanding eroded or lost, thus one should not assume all Māori are the same. However, even when whānau appear not to be engaged with things Māori, many can and do respond to Māori processes and/or ways of being. It is important for practitioners not only to think about Māori that present in terms of cultural context or potential trauma, but also as part of a system or collective.

Healing and transformation are centred not just on diminishing ‘illness’, but also on creating paths toward wellness. For Māori, identity is a central element to wellbeing and, as a collectivist culture, ideas of self are entwined in the group. Rather than the emphasis being on the individual’s desires and achievements, Māori place more value on relationships within the group - obligation and responsibility to and for others.

Competent practitioners take these understandings and move beyond ritual to integrate cultural knowledge with deliberate therapeutic intent. Taking time to greet others and show respect is important, and when combined with competencies like karakia, pōwhiri and whakawhanaunga, they create safe spaces physically and spiritually for the therapeutic relationship to occur in. Ensuring these processes changes the nature of the relationship. Therefore practitioners working with Māori, whether using MI or other talking therapies must orient their practice to sit within a cultural milieu that is Māori.

These processes and the underlying principles whakamana (empower) the client and their whānau, promote interdependence and contribute to relationship-oriented thinking. These complement MI, which creates a respectful and supportive counsellor-client relationship, emphasises collaboration and encourages whānau to find their own path towards balance and wellbeing. Using knowledge of Māori processes with MI can help Māori clients and whānau have their experiences and worldviews validated.

In general, MI seems to be a good fit with ways of interacting and working with Māori. It is hoped this guide will help build practitioners’ cultural competence by enhancing their ability to utilise MI within a Māori cultural context.
The Pōwhiri Process as the Therapeutic Frame

In pre-European times, rituals of engagement were used to determine the intention of visitors; whether they came in peace or war. Through a progressive series of stages the intentions of the visitors became clear and could subsequently be managed with the least amount of risk to all concerned. Various models utilising the process or principles of the pōwhiri within the therapeutic frame exist and have been articulated over the years, such as: Pōwhiri Poutama (Te Ngaru Learning Systems, 1995); Pōwhiri as a competency within the Takarangi Competency Framework (Huriwai, Milne, Winiata et al, 2009); a framework to enhance the doctor-patient relationship (Lacey, Huria, Beckert et al, 2011) and in relation to self-harm (Hatcher, Coupe, Durie et al, 2011). All these ‘models’ have similar elements and a consistent purpose relating to the processes of encounter, engagement, and relationships. The process of pōwhiri in the therapeutic context is to create a safe space (including a transition from tapu to noa), build relationships to establish trust, and develop a therapeutic alliance.

As well as the symbol of a waka and the notion of journey, He Waka Tapu, as noted earlier, also sees the importance of the engagement process – thus the importance of the pōwhiri. The pōwhiri process provides a framework for practitioners to review and reflect on their practice.

Pōwhiri

Within the pōwhiri, the rituals of encounter also take into account what happens ‘outside the gate’. For many people the preparation for a pōwhiri might include knowing the reason for the gathering, the names of the hosts and the venue, finding out about the kawa and whakapapa of the marae, deciding who will speak and what waiata might provide the kinaki to the speeches.

“I am interested in what whānau needed to do to get here, how have they prepared themselves? What do they know in regard to the kaupapa? How did they overcome any resistance or hinderance they had to arrive at my door, and what part of them does want to be here? Did they do any homework about who I am, what I do, how we operate etc. I am really interested in how much work they have done prior to arriving, that’s the kōrero I want to have so I am careful not to get engaged in other types of kōrero such as the nature of their referral etc too early. This is what I call ‘outside the gate’ work.” Daryl Gregory

For many, the wero is a reminder of safety but it is also where a practitioner might lay down the first challenge or taki. When the whānau accepts the taki they acknowledge they are ready to proceed and understand what it is they are saying and entering into.

“For me, picking up the taki is a sign that whānau are prepared to take responsibility for their behaviour and their potential for change. Ascertaining if whānau are presenting in a way that they are ‘standing on the taki’ or demeaning it or are prepared to step up and explore the presenting issues is important. It may be that considerable time is spent at this stage - this can be thought of within the pōwhiri process as ‘standing at the gate’.” Daryl Gregory
For some the first karanga might be the call to the service – the invitation to participate. After the wero the karanga is a symbol of an exchange of information at a deeper level and it’s a beginning to weaving wairua and other elements together, whakapapa, history etc. It is also part of a transition from the ritual of encounter to the ritual of engagement.

The whakaeke can be seen by practitioners as a response to the karanga, and also a chance to ascertain whether there really is any movement taking place, or whether people are just physically moving forward but on all other levels they are still ‘outside the gate’. Monitoring body language as whānau move upon the domain of Tū also encourages practitioners to check out who is walking with the ope – physically and otherwise. It’s also an opportunity to check out how they are moving – are they coming freely or with reservations, or are they just going through the motions? During the whakaeke people will pause to reflect on a range of things including the passing of loved ones etc. This is a timely reminder for practitioners to pause and reflect on what is happening, checking in and getting a real sense of where people are at.

The last transition of the pōwhiri process moves people from the ritual of engagement into the ritual of relationship. It is in this part of the process that people formally move from tapu into noa. The key elements are the whaikōrero, the hongi and kai. Whaikōrero is the exchange of kōrero that includes a range of things such as whakapapa, our history with each other, what do we need to know, what might get in the way of us agreeing on the kaupapa, do we agree on what the kaupapa is, have we been here before and what happened then that might come up again now?

The hongi is where the hā or breath of life is exchanged and intermingled. Through this physical exchange the visitors become one with the tangata whenua. The hongi is a sign of life symbolising the action of Tāne’s breath of life to humans. By this action the life force is permanently established and the spiritual and physical bodies become a living entity.

“A corner of a house may be seen and examined, not so the corners of the heart”

**Karakia**

Karakia is a process of acknowledgement and invocation of divine energy. It is a key that opens a pathway between our earthly nature and our spiritual nature. ‘Ka’ means to energise. ‘Ra’ connotes the divine spark of energy and ‘Kia’ means to be. In other words, “Let us become infused with energy from a divine source”.

In the context of MI, karakia may be used for a number of reasons such as at the beginning to clear a spiritual pathway and provide a spiritual ambience for the mahi. Karakia can also be used during a session to bring calm or for guidance; and at the end of a session(s) for safety and the future. Understanding the therapeutic intent of karakia dictates how and when it might be used. The following is an example of one such karakia:

“May the warm winds of the spiritual realm and the spirits of our ancestors guide and take care of us always.”

---

**He kokonga whare e kitea**

He kokonga ngā kau e kore e kitea

“Corner of a house may be seen and examined, not so the corners of the heart”

---

A successful pōwhiri process will enable elements of the spirit of MI as well as allow a more effective use of MI. The following are concepts and practices that enhance the He Waka Tapu understanding and practice of pōwhiri as part of the therapeutic process.

**Whakataunga**

This is the stage where there is a reflection on what the key points of the discussion have been thus far and a consolidating of any change talk in MI terms. Have we landed in a good place to go forward, or do we need to pause as mentioned? This can be likened to the evoking process in MI.

---

A guide to Motivational Interviewing for Māori

Takitaki mai
What is Motivational Interviewing?

Developed by William Miller and Stephen Rollnick, MI is an active, whānau-centred way of being with people. MI is not a technique, but rather a facilitative, guiding style. Research has found that this style can increase the natural desire of whānau for change.

MI is a collaborative conversation for strengthening motivation for change. MI allows the whānau to talk about his/her ambivalence about changing behaviour in such a way that the balance is tipped towards positive change. MI does this by paying particular attention to the language of change (see the section on Change Talk).

The following are some key ideas behind MI.

- **Whakawhanaunga** is essential for engagement and connecting.
- **MI** honours the wisdom within the whānau instead of trying to force any kaimahi ‘agenda’ upon the whānau.
- The whānau is seen as a collective doing the best they can, rather than a set of problems. The whānau identifies and processes their own thoughts and feelings both for and against changing current circumstances.
- The kaimahi provides māramatanga (clarity) in helping the whānau examine and move forward with their thoughts and feelings about change.
- Persuasion is not an effective method because trying to convince others to change often invites them to argue against change.
- Often people are in two minds about changing a behaviour - this is normal and to be expected.
- The MI style is gentle and draws the wisdom forth from resources already existing within the whānau.
- Motivation is not static. Instead, it changes depending on internal and external factors (family and friends, community, job, finances, mood etc.).
- The therapeutic relationship is more of a partnership, kanohi ki te kanohi, (face-to-face as equals) rather than an expert talking down to a client.

Why Motivational Interviewing?

*Ma te whakatau, ka ora ai*

“When you know the signs, healing can begin.”

MI is a whānau-centred guiding style. It is a dynamic interactive relational process for developing and strengthening motivation for change. MI helps whānau explore and resolve ambivalence (being in two minds). It is a brief intervention (1-4 sessions) which can be used with individuals, or within groups. Group MI requires the combined skills of both MI and group process. For more information on MI in groups see *Motivational Interviewing in Groups* (Wagner and Ingersoll, 2013).

Research has shown MI to be effective for a range of behaviours, particularly alcohol use disorders, but also other health behaviours such as diet and exercise. This research shows MI can be effective as an intervention in its own right (helping whānau find the motivation to change may be all that is needed for them to change) or as a preparation for another intervention.

Research has also found that MI has a greater effect for ethno-cultural groups, particularly those groups who have experienced marginalisation and societal pressure. Given the excellent results of MI with other indigenous peoples and positive experiences of utilising MI to good effect with whānau, there is some confidence that this is helpful in working with Māori. Elements of MI are ‘tikanga consistent’ and so can be used to complement tikanga approaches.
The following contrasts an MI way with a non-MI way of working.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The MI way (whānau-centred)</th>
<th>The non-MI way (not whānau-centred)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Partnership</strong>. Counselling involves a partnership that honours the natural wisdom and unique point of view of the whānau. It may be important to include the wisdom and participation (attendance at sessions, help, support, etc.) of others from whānau, hapū and iwi. The kaimahi provides an atmosphere that is open to change but does not force or require change.</td>
<td><strong>Confrontation</strong>. Counselling involves pointing out and correcting the whānau – their problematic way of thinking – through forcing them to ‘wake up’ and/or ‘see reality’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drawing Out</strong> (whakapuāwai). The whānau has the tools (the motivation and ability to change) within themselves. They also know or can be made aware of community and other resources which might facilitate or support change. Encouraging the whānau to describe and share their thoughts, goals, point of view, and values increases their natural motivation for change.</td>
<td><strong>Education</strong>. The kaimahi believes that the whānau does not have important information, insight, and/or skills that are necessary for change. The kaimahi seeks to ‘fill these holes’ by providing the necessary information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent Choice</strong> (mana motuhake). The kaimahi supports and encourages the whānau to exercise their right and ability to determine and follow their own chosen path. It may also be important to know whether the choices whānau are considering ought to involve the wisdom of others in the community. The kaimahi does this through helping the whānau make informed choices.</td>
<td><strong>Authority</strong>. The kaimahi tells the whānau what to do to fix the problem. They may concentrate on individual responsibility.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning Motivational Interviewing

MI might be easy to learn if:

- you are familiar with Māori beliefs, values and practices
- you honour the wisdom and resources that are already within whānau
- you are a good listener
- you expect and accept that whānau may be in two minds about changing a behaviour
- you value mana motuhake (self-determination) by the whānau
- two of the core attitudes you model are whakamana (an attitude of empowering whānau) and whakaiti (an attitude of humility)
- your primary focus is on whakawhanaunga.

Research shows learning MI takes more than attending a workshop. If you want to learn MI and integrate it into your work to produce better outcomes for whānau, then feedback and coaching after workshop training is recommended. This guide is designed to supplement workshop training and coaching MI.

Some key steps to learning MI are to:

- unlearn old habits – such as asking questions (rather than reflecting)
- slow down – trying not to rush to fixing things, instead taking time to listen to the whānau
- be humble – avoiding being the expert and instead see the whānau as an equal partner
- believe in them (the whānau) – believe in their potential for change
- reflect – going with their language about change
- become comfortable with silence.

The Spirit of Motivational Interviewing

The first aspect of the spirit of MI is partnership. It is a shared journey between a kaimahi and whānau. The kaimahi has MI skills and the whānau has strengths and this combination contains the seeds for oranga (health, wellbeing).

Te rongoā tūturu o ngā tūpuna i te kōrero
“The original medicine of our ancestors is to share our experiences with one another.”

The second aspect of the spirit of MI consists of acceptance. This includes honouring the autonomy (mana motuhake) of the whānau. In other words, it is ultimately up to the whānau to decide whether they want to or how to make changes. Accepting also involves recognising and valuing the absolute worth of the whānau. Acceptance is conveyed through accurate empathy, and through the use of affirmations.

Thirdly, MI is practiced with compassion (ngākau mahaki). In other words, it is practised with the best interests of the whānau at heart.

Evocation (whakapuāwai) is the fourth aspect of the spirit of MI. To evoke is to ‘bring forth’. The intention is for the kaimahi to assist the whānau to actualise their potential and bring forth their underlying motivations for wanting things to change. This means in practice that the whānau should be talking a lot more than the kaimahi.

In this guide, we begin with the spirit of MI and then turn to various skills and techniques. We want to emphasise that the ngākau (heart) of MI is its spirit – without the spirit, MI is not being practised and the results are not as likely to be effective.

Me whakaaro tātou ki te wairua, kāore ki te kupu anake
“Consider, think or feel the wairua, not the word alone.”
Processes in Motivational Interviewing – Ngā Pou

MI can be thought of as having the following four fundamental processes, with each building the foundation for the subsequent process.

• **Engaging** (whakawhanaunga) - along with unlocking the wairua, this process of (re)establishing relationships involves the transition from tapu to noa, and is essential. Engagement needs to continue throughout the session(s).

• **Focusing** (whakamārama) - where the kaimahi and whānau work together to focus on the kaupapa, that is, a particular topic (area of potential change). This is similar to the whakatau stage of the pōwhiri potama model where the foundations to clarify the kaupapa, the history between us and what might get in the way are laid out so that a place of understanding about the kaupapa can be reached. In MI this is not a one-off event – you may need to re-focus or negotiate a new focus if other seemingly important/relevant issues arise.

• **Evoking** (whakapuāwai) - the kaimahi works to bring forth the underlying motivations for the whānau wanting things to be different and their desire for change. These motivations may emerge early in the session (for example, if the whānau has already given thought to the possibility of change) or may emerge as the session(s) progresses.

• **Planning** (whakamaheretia) - when the whānau is ready to change, the kaimahi and whānau work together to plan for how change might be brought about. Note this last process does not always occur in an MI session - you may not get to this point. Even if you do not get to planning, by engaging in the first three processes you are increasing the chances that the whānau may engage in behaviour change at some point.

Engaging, focusing and evoking are essential processes in MI. As long as the first three processes are present, along with the spirit of MI, then you are engaging in MI.
Ambivalence and Resistance

Ambivalence

Ambivalence essentially means ‘being in two minds’. Ambivalence is the normal reaction of any person who may be considering change. A person may on the one hand want to change (however, this is an unknown and invokes fear) and on the other hand may also want to remain the same (this may be making the person feel miserable but at least it is known and familiar). This is one reason why changing can seem so difficult. A person may want things to be different and at the same time find comfort in the familiar – difficult though it may be.

As mentioned, this should be anticipated by the kaimahi as a predictable internal state that the whānau may bring into the session. Within MI, ambivalence is not seen as a bad thing, but rather something that is normal and expected. The art is to turn this into a dance (move together gracefully) and not a wrestling match.

Resistance

Some older styles of working with people often involved putting the whānau in the ‘hot seat’ and using various methods to pressure or persuade the whānau into owning their problematic behaviour. The problem with this approach is that there is a natural human response – if a kaimahi adopts one position strongly the whānau will often take up the opposite position.

The difference with MI is that the whānau comes up with reasons for change and argues for them. Decision-making about any potential change is clearly focused on the whānau making the decision, not coercion or persuasion by the kaimahi. For this reason MI does not elicit resistance.

Resistance can present in a variety of forms – non-verbal, attitudinal and behavioural. The ability of the kaimahi to empathise with the whānau and appreciate how things are from their point of view is essential to minimise resistance. By accurately empathising with the whānau resistance is less likely to occur as there is nothing for the whānau to fight against.

An analogy which is sometimes used is the idea of dancing with a whānau as opposed to wrestling. If you notice you are getting stuck with a whānau (wrestling) it can be a reminder that you may be ‘getting ahead’ of the whānau – trying to solve the ‘problem’ before the whānau is ready for change or even sees that there is a problem.

_E kore te tangata ngākau rua_  
_E u i ana hanga katoa_  

“A person of two minds is unsettled.”
What is the role of Kaimahi in Motivational Interviewing?

_Hei whakatikatika i te huarahi_
“Guiding a process of transformation.”

The role of the kaimahi is to create a therapeutic space where transformation or healing can occur. The kaimahi assists potential change by discerning tohu (signs) in the weather and conditions (so to speak), and guiding the waka (whānau) safely through the prevailing conditions to arrive at their destination.

_He moana pukepuke e ekengia e te waka_
“A choppy sea can be navigated.”

Change Talk

_He kakāno koe i ruia mai i Rangiātea_
“You are a precious seed sewn from the highest heavens.”

This whakatauaki describes our relationship to the creative source of all things. We are seeds sown in Rangiātea. As seeds we are full of potential, requiring the right conditions to flourish.

Any movement towards wellbeing is in and of itself a worthy goal to pursue. What this means in practical terms is that any movement a whānau makes towards oranga is a step of success.
Change Talk: Helping whānau move towards harmony

Change Talk is talk from the whānau about:

Preparing for change
- **Desire to change:** “I want to control my drinking.”
- **Ability to change:** “I know I can do it.”
- **Reasons for changing:** “I want to be a role model for my children.”
- **Need to change:** “I need to stop drinking - I just don’t want to live like this anymore.”

Implementing change
- **Commitment to change:** “That’s it – I’m going to stop drinking now.”
- **Activation or preparing for change:** “I’ve been thinking about what I can do instead of drinking.”
- **Taking steps:** “I didn’t have a drink last night.”

A useful way to remember these signs of change is **DARN CATs** which uses the first letter of each of the types of change talk.

As you are learning to recognise when whānau are using change talk, remember that lack of sustain talk (talk about keeping things as they are) may not be the same as a commitment to change. For some whānau it is rude to directly refuse a request. For these people, passively going along with the kaimahi may be misread as readiness to make changes.

MI can be really helpful because it helps kaimahi draw out motivations to change rather than trying to give whānau reasons to change. If you notice your whānau seems passive, you might need to back up and explore how the whānau is feeling about the possible change.

Change talk is important
- The more we hear ourselves say something, the more we believe it - the more a whānau uses change talk, the more they believe it.
- Research shows that when whānau use change talk, he or she is more likely to change their behaviour for the better.
- The more kaimahi can draw out change talk from whānau, and the stronger this change talk is, the more likely the whānau will make positive changes.
- When your whānau are using change talk in sessions, you might think of them as moving toward oranga.

How can I encourage and strengthen change talk?

- **Explore importance and confidence** - see the Assessing Importance, Confidence and Readiness (page 23) for ways to explore how important it is for your whānau to make a change and how confident your whānau is that he or she can make that change.
- **Explore how a whānau feels in (at least) two ways about their behaviour** - see Exploring Values (page 27).
- **Ask your whānau to imagine what might be the worst that could happen if they continue as they are** (did not change their behaviour).
- **Help your whānau imagine the future and remember the past.**
  “How might your life be different if you did change?” “What was life like before?”
- **Explore goals and values and reinforce those which are inconsistent with their behaviour through your reflections**

Reinforce change talk with reflections and summaries. Be careful not to get overly enthusiastic in case a whānau backs down and brings up reasons not to change.

Commitment language can vary in strength and determination. Whānau may be unsure of their commitment to make changes or may not be very determined to make changes. For example, if a whānau says, “I might stop drinking,” then the level of commitment is not very strong. This is important because when whānau are not very strong in their commitment to make a change, they are less likely to make successful and lasting changes. On the other hand, if a whānau says, “I am definitely through with drinking,” that is a stronger statement and the whānau is more likely to make positive changes.

- **Ask a key question:** “Where to from here?”
- **Ask about the confidence of the whānau in the action plan.**
- **Work to improve the confidence of whānau in their ability to make a successful change.**
- **Work to draw out hope and optimism.**
- **Express your hope and optimism that your whānau will be able to make positive changes.**
- **Remind them that you are available to help and can meet again for follow-up sessions.**
Using Communication Skills to Facilitate Change

We all have many communication skills that have helped us work with whānau. The following focuses on skills to help create a healing environment for motivating positive change.

All of us have had an experience where what we said wasn’t what someone else heard - even though we thought we were being really clear.

**Communication can go wrong because:**

- the speaker does not say exactly what they mean
- the listener does not hear the words correctly
- the listener has a different understanding of the meaning of the words.

**Reflective listening can help**

Reflective listening helps to connect what the listener thinks the speaker means to say with what the speaker actually means to communicate. It is a way of expressing empathy. It conveys that you as kaimahi:

- accurately understand your whānau - being able to get a sense of what it would be like to walk in their shoes
- accept that feeling unsure about change is normal
- are accepting and non-judgemental of the whānau.

Reflecting what your whānau has said (verbally and nonverbally) is a necessary skill for using MI. When people feel understood, they are more likely to consider making changes.

*Mā te hinengaro e kite, mā te whatumanawa e rangona*

“The mind is for seeing, the heart is for hearing.”
Ask open-ended questions

- Ask questions that cannot be answered with a "yes" or a "no", and encourage whānau to say more than one or two word answers. Try to avoid closed-ended questions such as “Where did you grow up?” or “How much do you drink?” when you want to encourage storytelling.

- When asking an open-ended question, you do not know what the whānau answer will be. Using open-ended questions lets your whānau know that you want to hear their story. A few examples of open-ended questions are: “What has your drinking been like lately?”, “What have you liked about drinking?”

- Use open-ended questions to evoke change talk. For example ask evocative questions, such as “What concerns you about that?” Or ask for elaboration, such as “Why does that concern you?”

Affirm

- Affirm by saying something positive or complimentary.

- Only offer support and praise or affirmation when it is sincerely meant.

- You can affirm behaviours such as showing up for appointments or talking about difficult topics.

- You can comment on the character of the whānau, such as being brave, being a role-model for future generations, or being honest.

Reflections

- Show the whānau you are hearing what they are saying.

- Reflections are statements. Make sure not to end reflections with a question mark, or inflect your voice upwards at the end.

- Start with “It’s…”,” It’s like…”, “You…”, “You feel…”, “And…”, “And you…”

- Try to capture the essence or meaning of what the whānau is saying.

- Use reflection purposefully to evoke and strengthen change talk.

- A good goal when you are first starting out is to try and reflect at least as much as you ask questions (that is, for every one question there is at least one reflection).

- Ideally your most common response to your whānau should be a reflection. For more information, see pages 15-16.

Summaries

- Summaries are like offering a bouquet or a koha. Reflect their kōrero by picking through all the things the whānau has said and only repeating back the highlights. In particular, include change talk, such as the client’s expression of reasons for change such as how drinking does not fit into their values or goals, etc.

- Summaries demonstrate to the whānau that you are listening.

- Summaries are helpful when you want to transition to a new topic or introduce or change to a new strategy. For more information, see pages 16-17.
Providing information, advice or feedback

If you need to give your whānau information, advice or feedback, the PAPA formula is a great way to continue using MI and help your whānau hear and take in what you have to offer.

• **Permission** to discuss
  
  For example:
  
  “Would you be interested in hearing about what high blood pressure means?”
  
  “Would you be interested in hearing about what the recommended guidelines are for a healthy diet?”
  
  “Would you be interested in knowing what your blood glucose level is and what that means?”
  
  If yes, then continue to Step two: ask the whānau what they already know about the topic (see below). If no, respect the wishes or your whānau and refrain from giving the information, advice or feedback. There is no point in doing this if they are not ready or able to hear.

  • **Ask** the whānau what they know about the topic

    For example:

    “Tell me what you already know about safe drinking levels while driving.”
    
    “What have you been told already about drinking and pregnancy?”
    
    “What do you already know about how your accident happened?”

• **Provide** information, advice or feedback in a neutral way and non-judgemental manner

  For example:

  “It has not been proven that there is any safe level of drinking during pregnancy. So, the safest bet is not to drink at all to have the healthiest baby possible.”

  It can be useful to begin by acknowledging that what you are about to say may or may not fit with your whānau.

  For example:

  “I don’t know whether this will make sense to you or not, but these are some things that other people have found helpful to reduce their drinking.”

• **Ask** the whānau what they think about what you have just said

  For example:

  “How does that fit with how you see things?”

  “What do you make of that?”

  “Where does that leave you now?”

**Ethical issues:** If you feel you need to tell the whānau information for ethical reasons (e.g., if suicide or homicide is imminent, or child or Kaumātua abuse are brought up), do not ask their permission at the beginning. Instead, begin with a statement of concern.

  For example:

  “I am very concerned about you and feel the need to share my concerns with you.”
Reflective Listening: A key Motivational Interviewing skill

Māori have a strong oral tradition. Using MI, you can encourage your whānau to tell their own story, to learn more about their life journey and how their behaviour can get in the way of having the life they desire. As a kaimahi, you can use your skills of listening to whānau. Being a good listener helps you let whānau know you have heard and understood them.

In MI the ability to use reflective listening (puna ora) starts with being a good listener and a good communicator.

Here are some suggestions to help you with reflective listening.

- Hear what the whānau is saying.
- Make a guess at the underlying meaning, energy, and emotion whānau are trying to convey.
- Choose your direction - guide the whānau. What are you going to respond to and what are you going to let go by? Remember, we want to encourage change talk and to decrease sustain talk.
- Make your reflection a statement instead of a question (don’t inflect at the end).

Types of reflective listening

Simple reflections: stay close to the kōrero of the whānau; they may be most helpful at the beginning of sessions, when a whānau is angry, or to encourage the whānau to clarify a word or feeling.

Repeat
Saying exactly what the whānau said using the same words.
Whānau: “It almost feels like my husband is judging me.”
Kaimahi: “Your husband is judging you.”

Rephrase
Staying close to what the whānau said, but in different words. A rephrase is like a synonym.
Whānau: “It almost feels like my husband is judging me.”
Kaimahi: “Your husband is critical of you.”

Use simple reflections as one of a range of listening skills.
Complex reflections: can help increase the pace and give direction to the session by helping whānau get to the heart of the matter. A good goal is to use more complex rather than simple reflections.

Add information to what the whānau said, such as underlying emotions or feelings, in order to get a better understanding of their meaning. The kaimahi infers the meaning the whānau is expressing.

Whānau: “It almost feels like my husband is judging me.”
Kaimahi: “You’re afraid he doesn’t like what he’s seeing in you.”

Double-sided reflection: is where you reflect back both sides of the ambivalence the whānau is expressing. It can be a particularly useful complex reflection. It is a good idea when using a double-sided reflection to present the sustain talk first and then the change talk, and to combine these with “and” or “and on the other hand” (rather than “but”).

Whānau: “I want to give-up for my tamariki but I just don’t know that I can do it.”
Kaimahi: “Part of you is not sure you can make this change and another part of you sees this as important to do for your tamariki.”

Overshooting and undershooting for direction: reflecting the extreme is a strategic way to get the whānau to say more or less about something.

- **Overshoot** - you want the whānau to ease up in their intensity. This is useful when a whānau is speaking sustain talk and you want to decrease this.

Whānau: “It almost feels like my husband is judging me.”
Kaimahi: “You’re worried he thinks you are no good at all.”

(Overshoot: whānau might agree and burst into tears. Or may decrease intensity by disagreeing with such an extreme statement and go on to explain how her husband is upset about her drinking.

- **Undershoot** - you want to draw out more intensity from the whānau. This is useful when you want more change talk.

Whānau: “He’s been a little critical of you”
Kaimahi: “He’s the judge and you’re on trial.”

(Undershoot: likely that whānau will disagree and explain in detail and more intensity the concerns her husband has about her drinking, and how he is being critical.)

Using metaphor: can be a good way to show you understand what the whānau is saying.

Whānau: “It almost feels like my husband is judging me.”
Kaimahi: “He’s been a little critical of you”

Summaries: are a type of reflection that involve pulling together what you have heard from the whānau from different parts of your conversation with them, especially change talk. A summary can be thought of as a bouquet of flowers, with the flowers being their change talk which you gather together into the summary (bouquet) and you hand back to the whānau.

Interim (or mini) summaries
Interim summaries are pulling together statements your whānau has shared and presenting them back to them, before you continue on.

Kaimahi: “You’ve said that your husband criticises you in front of others, compares you to skid-row alcoholics, and tells you you’ll never amount to anything. What else have you noticed?”

Transitional summaries
Transitional summaries are pulling together statements so you can change course or shift focus (guiding). For example, you might want to guide the whānau from talking about the positives of drinking to the negatives of drinking. Another change might be from building motivation to change to increasing commitment to change.

Kaimahi: “Okay. So let me see if I’ve got this straight. Your husband’s criticism has become too much, it’s affecting your self-esteem, and you’re worried that your daughter is learning that it is okay to mistreat women.”
Concluding summaries

Concluding summaries are pulling together what the whānau has said during your conversation. It is definitely good to include the change talk you have heard. Whether or not you include sustain talk is up to your judgement. It may depend on how strong it is and whether your whānau is still feeling ambivalent about change. If you decide you do need to include sustain talk, it is a good idea to present this first in your summary and then give the change talk.

Kaimahi: “Okay, so from what you have said today, your husband’s criticism has become too much, it’s affecting your self-esteem, and you’re worried your daughter is learning that it is okay to mistreat women. Some of your husband’s criticism about you stems from his concern about your drinking. And you have started thinking that maybe it would be a good idea to make changes to your drinking as you are concerned about what it might be doing to your tamaraki.”

It can be useful to finish transitional and concluding summaries with a question, checking out where the whānau is at, as part of handing the bouquet (summary) back to them.

For example “Where does that leave you now?”

Judging the quality of reflection: instant feedback from whānau

- If your whānau keeps talking and gives you more information, that is a good sign for the quality of your reflections.
- If your whānau talks less in a way that seems to be closing down, then that is not a good sign. (See “Are your MI skills improving?” pages 38-39).

When Whānau Put the Brakes On

It is normal for whānau to show signs of ambivalence early in their contact and even as sessions progress. Ambivalence can occur when the whānau is unsure whether he or she has a problem, or is uncertain that he or she wants to do anything about it. Your whānau may not be sure whether you can help them. Your whānau may be worried they won’t be able to make positive changes and will ‘fail’. Or your whānau may have some concerns about what change will mean for them.

Discord is a signal to you that you are not working well together. The following are signs of discord:

- **Challenging**
  Whānau: “Do you even speak Te Reo?”
  Whānau: “You have no idea what it’s like - have you ever have a drinking problem?”

- **Interrupting**
  Whānau doesn’t let the kaimahi finish talking.

- **Disagreeing**
  Whānau: “You don’t know what you are talking about.”
  Whānau: “That just wouldn’t work for me.”

- **Changing the subject away from the discussion of change**
  Whānau: “What do you think about those health care budget cuts?”

- **Ignoring or not following**
  Whānau seems to be daydreaming or bored.
**Sustain talk**

Sustain talk describes when whānau are treading water rather than moving toward positive change. Sustain talk makes it less likely that whānau will make positive changes. The whānau may use sustain talk to indicate: their desire to stay as they are; their worries they will not be able to change; reasons to not change; the need to stay as they are; or a commitment to continue to stay as they are. For example:

- **Desire to maintain** alcohol and other drug use as it is without making changes
  
  Whānau: “I want to keep drinking like I am.”

- **Inability to change:** lack of confidence in ability to make a successful change
  
  Whānau: “I’ve tried before; I just can’t stop.”

- **Reasons for not changing:**
  
  Whānau: “I don’t need to change; my drug use isn’t that bad.”
  
  Whānau: “My health is still good, so I’d rather keep drinking.”

- **Need to remain the same:**
  
  Whānau: “I’ve got to keep using.”
  
  Whānau: “I need alcohol.”

- **Commitment to remain the same:**
  
  Whānau: “I am going to keep drinking, and no one can stop me.”

- **Activation towards remaining the same:**
  
  Whānau: “I saved up my money so I could afford to buy alcohol this week.”

- **Taking steps towards staying the same:**
  
  Whānau: “I went on a drinking binge last weekend.”

As kaimahi, our goal is not to draw out sustain talk but to draw out motivations for change (change talk). If we are only drawing out sustain talk from whānau, they are more likely to stay the same.

**Responding to sustain talk**

**Reflective responses**

Use these techniques to “roll” (acknowledge and accept) with the sustain talk, rather than trying to fight against it. Try not to give whānau any material to argue against - even if they seem like they are trying to pick a fight. Avoid getting into a wrestling match with whānau, with each of you trying to overpower the other. Try to use the energy from the whānau to figure out what they are trying to tell you. For example, whānau are often worried that you will judge them or that you won’t be able to help them and they won’t be able to succeed in making changes.

The following are some useful responses:

- **Simple reflection**
  
  Repeating or rephrasing what the whānau has said. Repeating can help when you want more information (for the whānau to clarify what they have said) or when you want to be sure you heard them or show them that you have understood what they are saying.

  Whānau: “This whole thing has been so confusing.”

  Kaimahi repeats: “Confusing” (to invite the whānau to tell you more about how it is confusing)

  Kaimahi rephrase: “It’s been hard to make sense of your situation.”

- **Complex reflection**
  
  Trying to get at the underlying meaning of the words the whānau is saying, which often includes a guess at what your whānau might be feeling.

  Whānau: “You’re not from around here. What do you know?”

  Kaimahi: “You’re worried that I might not understand you.”
• **Double-sided reflection**

Especially useful when whānau feels mixed about making changes, for example, the whānau both likes some things about drinking and also dislikes some things about drinking. Remember to use "and" as you reflect both sides (for example, likes and dislikes or pros and cons).

Whānau: “I am tired of dealing with the courts but I really enjoy drinking with my friends.”

Kaimahi: “Both things are true – you like drinking with your friends and you’d rather not have to go to court anymore.”

• **Reframe**

When you would like to invite the whānau to think about a different interpretation or take a different perspective.

Whānau: “My wife is always nagging me about my drinking.”

Kaimahi: “Your wife is concerned about you.”

• **Agreement with a twist**

You agree with the whānau to a degree and add new information that invites a new perspective. You can think of it as a reflection followed by a reframe.

Whānau: “You probably think you know it all and I’m just another addict to you.”

Kaimahi: “You’re right that one-treatment-fits-all probably won’t work; we need to work together to personalise it to you.”

---

**Emphasise personal choice and control**

When you and your whānau get into a power struggle or the whānau feels like you are going to make them do something they may not want to do (change their behaviour, seek treatment, a homework assignment), it is helpful to remind the whānau that they are in control and it is up to them to make the decisions. Even if we wanted to force people to change, we probably wouldn't be successful - especially in the long run. Change has to come from within.

Whānau: “You’re the boss – just tell me what I have to do and I’ll do it.”

Kaimahi: “Well, it’s really up to you and what you think will work best for you. I will do my best to work with you to help you make a decision that is right for you.”

Whānau: “Do I have to get drug tested?”

Kaimahi: “That is a requirement to be in our treatment programme but it is still your choice. If you like, we can explore the pros and cons of your options.”
Here are some things that don’t fit well with using MI. These are “traps” because they can keep both the kaimahi and, more importantly, the whānau stuck rather than moving toward change. The following traps interfere with our ability to use MI:

- **Question-answer trap**
  The kaimahi gets trapped asking question after question to try to get information and the whānau gets trapped in passively giving short answers. The problem with this trap is that whānau get used to providing short answers and being passive. Then it can be hard to help them open up.

  If you have a lot of questions or forms to complete, it can be helpful to begin with a time of exploring using MI before filling out the forms.

  This trap sometimes happens when the kaimahi asks a series of closed ended questions. For example:
  
  “How many times did you drink last week?”
  “How many drinks do you have each time?”
  “What kinds of drinks do you have?”

- **Confrontation-denial trap**
  The kaimahi gets trapped into confronting whānau with their problems and whānau get trapped into denying they have a problem or asserting it’s not really that bad. Denying is sustain talk and decreases the chances the whānau will change.

  This sometimes happens when kaimahi feel it is really important for a whānau to admit to having a problem. For example:
  
  “Can’t you see how your drinking has hurt different parts of your life?”
  “You need to stop denying that you have a drinking problem!”

- **Expert trap**
  The kaimahi gets trapped trying to prove their knowledge or expertise, or show that they are in charge and have the answers. The whānau gets trapped in a passive role or becomes angry that the kaimahi does not respect his or her strengths and knowledge.

  For example:
  
  “You don’t realise how bad your life is going to look in a few years if you keep up this drinking.”
  “I know what you need to do to get better.”

- **Labelling trap**
  The kaimahi gets trapped delivering bad news and waiting for the whānau to accept the label, rather than meeting them at level of readiness (see page 24 for how to assess this). The whānau either passively accepts the label or gets defensive and angry, which is associated with not changing behaviour. This sometimes happens when kaimahi feel like they have to put a label on behaviour they are seeing.

  For example:
  
  “The way you are drinking makes you an alcoholic.”
  “You have alcohol dependence.”

- **Righting reflex**
  As helping practitioners and kaimahi we may have a strong desire to help other people. This desire can lead to a tendency to want to put things right, fix things, or make people better. This runs the risk of the kaimahi focusing on solutions before the whānau is ready. In MI the kaimahi tries to Resist the righting reflex by trying to Understand the motivations of the whānau, Listening and Empowering them. A useful way of remembering this is RULE which uses the first letter of each of the key words.
Motivational Interviewing Strategies

This section is divided into two phases with the first being strategies to build motivation for change, and the second being how to strengthen whānau commitment to change. If your whānau does not seem ready to change, it may be helpful to use strategies from Phase 1. However, if your whānau seems ready to make changes, then start with Phase 2 strategies. If you are using Phase 2 strategies and your whānau is not following through with the change plan, or is voicing concerns about changing or reasons to stay as they are, it may be helpful to go back to some Phase 1 strategies.

Remember, these strategies are only guidelines and do not have to be followed exactly. Again, your whānau will be your best guide. These strategies are designed to help whānau talk about what is happening for them, and to evoke and strengthen change talk, while at the same time keeping sustain talk to a minimum, and not eliciting resistance.

Remember the spirit of MI needs to be present when using these strategies - if used in isolation, without the spirit, then it is not MI, and is not likely to be as effective.

The relationship between kaimahi and whānau is found to be very important in helping whānau achieve positive outcomes. The following are key aspects to developing a positive relationship.

Be present: let whānau know you care about them

Listen intently to your whānau; try to make them feel as if they are the most important person in the world during your time together. Try to demonstrate your willingness to be there with your whānau. Try to let yourself be used as an instrument of healing in service to them. Create a healing space – ‘kai, wai and karakia’. Examples of manaaki and aroha can be simple, truthful statements of your concern about the effects of substance use; your wish for their best well-being; and other statements that notice the personal and communal strengths of your whānau.

Let whānau know that you are on their side and want what’s best for them.

Using the MI approach, it is important to let the whānau know that you are on his or her side. How do you do that? What about those whānau who are clear that they do not want to be in therapy (forced into treatment by court or loved ones) or for those who are really nervous or unsure about whether they have a problem or what they might have to do in counselling? Especially in early sessions, it is important to use reflections when whānau are angry or resistant. Usually when a whānau hears that you have understood what they are communicating, they feel freer to move on to another topic.

For example:

Whānau: “I don’t need to be here and you probably can’t help me.”

Kaimahi: “You’re not sure you have a problem and you are worried that I couldn’t help you even if you did.”

These kinds of kaimahi responses can help whānau move on to another topic rather than arguing with you about whether they have a problem or whether you can help them or not. These kinds of kaimahi responses can help whānau feel safe.
Ngākau māhaki: be accepting and non-judgmental

Remember to acknowledge your whānau as people rather than a problem. For many Māori, this includes acknowledging them holistically to include their hinengaro (mind), tinana (body), whānau (family) and wairua (spirituality). Accepting your whānau does not mean you have to accept any behaviour that is unacceptable. When whānau share difficult experiences, especially if they feel whakamā or afraid of negative judgment, it is important to be supportive of them.

Involve the whānau in setting goals

You want to be working together with your whānau toward the same goals without imposing your own goals on them. As you work with your whānau he, she or they may develop new goals as you work together to increase motivation to change. In MI, part of being directive is helping move whānau along towards positive change. Of course, we respect whānau choices so it is good to remind them (and ourselves) that whatever they choose to do is up to them.

Deciding on a topic or target behaviour

When beginning with a whānau, it can be helpful to involve them in setting an agenda. If you have the flexibility to discuss a variety of topics, you might use a form like the one below or just use the statements below as you talk with your whānau. This form was developed for doctors and other medical professionals who do not have much time with whānau. This form is just to give you an idea of how to work in partnership with your whānau when deciding what to talk about first, and can be changed to fit in with topics you usually discuss with your whānau.

- **Ask permission**
  “Would it be alright if we spent the next 5-10 minutes talking about your health in general, the things you do to maintain it, and what, if anything, you might like to change?”

- **Explore current strengths**
  “Tell me about the things you currently do to keep yourself healthy.” Add new behaviours to the blank circles below. Cross out irrelevant items if mentioned.

- **Agenda matching**
  “These are the things you mentioned as well as other common things others mention. I’m wondering if you would be interested in exploring one of these areas. Or perhaps there is something else that hasn’t been mentioned that you consider more important to your health right now?”

- **Explore reasons**
  “Tell me about that. What made you select that behaviour? What are your thoughts about it?”

- Physical Activity
- Healthy Eating
- Play
- Sleep
- Safe Sex
- Alcohol
- Drugs
- Weight
- Stress
- Smoking
Assessing importance, confidence and readiness

Goals:

• To provide an opportunity for whānau to explore and realise their own motivations to change a specific behaviour.

• To provide the kaimahi with an opportunity to draw-out and reinforce change talk.

Depending on your whānau, you may use only one of these rulers, all three or any combination. We encourage you to pay close attention to the wording of the questions provided below because it can help you draw out change talk rather than sustain talk from your whānau.

Measuring the importance of change

Not important | Very important
---|---
0 ... 1 ... 2 | 3 ... 4 ... 5 | 6 ... 7 ... 8 | ... 9 ... 10

• “On a scale of 0 – 10, where 0 is not at all important and 10 is extremely important, how important is it for you to change (specific behaviour) now?”

• “What makes you choose (number whānau chose) rather than a 0?” (Note: this draws out the change talk).

(Be very careful NOT to ask, “What makes you choose a (number chosen) rather than a higher number?” This question will encourage the whānau to give you reasons it is not more important to change. It is not a good idea to encourage whānau to tell us why it isn’t important to change because then they are less likely to make positive changes.)

• “What would it take to bump you up a few notches to a (choose a number two or three higher than originally given)?” For example, “What would it take to bump you up a little from a 3 to a 5?” This kind of question draws out more change talk, and helps the whānau imagine the change becoming more important. (Take care NOT to make this number a lot higher than the one the whānau gave you, as this may lead them to feeling pushed by you (that you expect them to consider it important).

Listen carefully through this process, use reflection and small summaries.

Measuring confidence to make a change

Not confident | Very confident
---|---
0 ... 1 ... 2 | 3 ... 4 ... 5 | 6 ... 7 ... 8 | ... 9 ... 10

• “On a scale of 0 – 10, where 0 is not at all confident and 10 is extremely confident, how confident are you that you could make a change in (specific behaviour) now?”

• “What makes you choose (number whānau chose) rather than a 0?”

• “What would it take to bump you up a few notches to a (choose a number two or three higher than originally given)?”
Measuring readiness to change

If it seems helpful with your whānau, and the importance and confidence for change is reasonably high (7 or higher on both scales) you may use the same questions for readiness to make a change now.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not ready</th>
<th></th>
<th>Ready now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 ... 1 ... 2</td>
<td>3 ... 4 ... 5</td>
<td>6 ... 7 ... 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summarise (highlight reasons it is important to change, what makes them confident they can make changes and what makes them ready to make those changes now, being careful not to make them seem more ready than they are).

Express confidence in them and appreciation.
The following is an adapted version of the rulers that does not include numbers and only uses descriptions, which might suit some whānau. For each ruler, just change the wording to match what you are asking about: importance of making a change, confidence to make a change, and readiness to make a change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>It’s not important to make a change.</th>
<th>It is very important to you to make a change.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You haven’t prepared the ground for planting.</td>
<td>Your plant is ready to be harvested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A seed is in the soil but hasn’t been watered.</td>
<td>Your plant just broke through the soil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your plant just broke through the soil.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>You are not confident you can make a change.</th>
<th>You are confident you can make a change.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You haven’t prepared the ground for planting.</td>
<td>Your plant is ready to be harvested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A seed is in the soil but hasn’t been watered.</td>
<td>Your plant just broke through the soil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your plant just broke through the soil.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>You are not ready to make a change.</th>
<th>You are ready to make a change now.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You haven’t prepared the ground for planting.</td>
<td>Your plant is ready to be harvested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A seed is in the soil but hasn’t been watered.</td>
<td>Your plant just broke through the soil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your plant just broke through the soil.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exploring good things and less good things or pros and cons to evoke change talk

Goals: To provide an opportunity for your whānau to actively discuss how they feel about a specific behaviour (for example, smoking).

To provide the kaimahi and the whānau with an opportunity to: understand the point of view of the whānau about the pros and cons of their behaviour, to reinforce change talk, and to support the whānau.

- Ask the whānau what they like about their behaviour (not changing).
  “What are the good things about smoking?”
  “What do you like about smoking?”
- Listen, reflect, and ask them to tell you more.
- Ask what they don’t like about their behaviour (asking for change talk).
  “What are the less good things about your smoking?”
  “What do you dislike about you smoking?”
- Listen, reflect, elaborate, and get the full picture.
- Summarise both sides, with the reasons to continue as they are (sustain talk) and finishing with the reasons to change (change talk).
- Ask the whānau some version of “Where does that leave you now?”
- You may also wish to affirm the whānau for having the discussion, express appreciation, confidence, and support.

Asking whānau what they like about their behaviour helps build rapport and gives you information about reasons for the behaviour that may be helpful in treatment planning. For example, if they smoke to relax, they might be interested in learning other ways to relax besides smoking. Again, your whānau are your best guide.

Asking about the good things and less good things about the behaviour (rather than the pros and cons) may be useful if your whānau does not seem to be seeing their behaviour as a problem.
Exploring values

One of the principles of MI is to help whānau discover, explore, or share the conflicts between their lives with their current behaviour and what they would like their lives to be like. Exploring the values of your whānau can help them see ways their behaviour is getting in the way of them living the life they would like to have. An example of drinking causing a conflict with important values occurs when being a good parent is one of their top values, but they have lost custody of their children due to drinking. When your whānau brings up such a conflict, remember to be warm and caring and to allow the whānau to think about what it means to them to have this conflict. Finally ask your whānau what they would like to do about the conflict, if anything.

Goals:
To help your whānau think about their core values and help you understand these values.
To provide an opportunity for your whānau to think about how their behaviour fits with or interferes with their core values and what is important to them.

If you would like to use a set of values on cards to help whānau think about their top values, here’s a brief description.

There are a set of cards listing values such as ‘acceptance’, ‘beauty’, ‘family’, and ‘spirituality’. Whānau sort the cards into different piles based on how important they are to them. The goal is to rank the top ten most important values for further discussion. A number of practitioners have been developing value cards based on Māori concepts and beliefs.

You can find a set of cards listing values at the website: www.motivationalinterviewing.org. Note there are two different sets of values cards available - select the one you think will fit your whānau best. There are also some blank cards so whānau can write their own values if these are not captured on any of the cards supplied.

You can also access the Kōrero mai Talking Therapies Resource produced by Te Puna Hauora ki Uta ki Tai. These cards cover a wide range of emotions, feelings and states of being.
Key elements

- Ask your whānau to select or talk about values that are most important to him or her at this time.
- Ask your whānau to tell you what the values mean to them and why they are important.
- Try reflections to gain a deeper understanding from the perspective of your whānau.
- Listen and reflect.
- Ask a neutral question about how their behaviour fits into the life and values of the whānau.
- Use reflections and then summarise when you think the whānau has explored this thoroughly or is ready to move to another topic.

Avoid:

- judging
- arguing
- pointing out conflicts between their behaviour and values
- making assumptions about the values of the whānau
- telling the whānau your values about the situation.

Some helpful questions:

“Tell me a little about each one of these values. What does it mean to you? What makes it important to you?”

“I’m wondering how your alcohol use fits with this picture?”

“You’ve said that is important to you. How, if at all, does using drugs fit into that?”

Affirming whānau – whakamana

Goal: To communicate that the strengths and efforts of whānau are noticed and appreciated. Keep in mind that being honest and sincere will make your affirmations powerful.

- Lightweight - affirmations of support and appreciation

  “I know it can be difficult for you to get here, thanks for coming on time.”
  “I must say, if I were in your position, I might have a hard time dealing with that amount of stress.”
  “I can see how that would concern you.”
  “You’re working hard to restore harmony in your family and community.”
  “That sounds like a good idea.”
  “I think you’re right about that.”
  “I think that could work.”

- Heavyweight - affirmations of whānau strengths or character

  “You are the kind of person who cares a lot for other people.”
  “You are very creative. It shows a lot about what kind of person you are.”
  “You have what it takes to be a leader. Other people listen to you.”
  “You are the kind of person who does not like to talk about other people when their backs are turned. You have a lot of integrity.”
  “You like a challenge. You have what it takes to overcome difficulties.”
  “You’re a deeply spiritual person in all aspects of your life.”
  “You care about your family and your community. Your role is important to you.”
Timing: recognising signs that the whānau is ready for change

If you see these signs in your whānau, try using the following strategies to strengthen commitment to change. If you do not see these signs or can tell that the whānau is still not ready to make changes, then continue to build motivation to change.

- Good engagement and collaboration.
- Decreased sustain talk.
- Decreased discussion/questions about the problem.
- Resolve - whānau does not seem conflicted but seems to have decided to change.
- Increased change talk.
- Questions about change.
- Envisioning: thinking about how the change might happen or what life might be like after changing.
- Experimenting: whānau begins trying to take steps or is taking steps to change.

Moving to talk about how change might occur

- Summarise reasons the whānau has shared for not changing and end with reasons to change.
- Ask key questions such as "What's next?" and “Where do we go from here?"
- Pay attention to commitment language (examples include “I might stop drinking”, “I’m never going to drink again”) and positively reinforce (for example, “That sounds great given your thoughts about how drinking has gotten in the way of your family life”).

Creating an action plan

Negotiating a change plan (only if they are ready, otherwise whānau will likely have a set back in their motivation to change)

- Setting short-term and long-term goals together (make sure they are the goals of the whānau and that each goal is measurable and specific; no alcohol for one month; go to 90 meetings in 90 days, etc).
- Considering change such as abstinence versus reducing drinking and western in-patient treatment versus traditional healing and out-patient treatment (can brainstorm; list pros and cons).
- Arriving at a plan: evaluating how various plans may turn out – what might help the plan be successful and what might get in the way of success.
- Drawing out commitment and confidence talk.
- Expressing confidence and hope.
- Affirming the strengths of whānau and steps taken toward change.

Remember it is best to work on an action plan once you feel your whānau has expressed a commitment to make a change. When we get ahead of our whānau and try to make an action plan for change before they are ready, they tend to have more difficulty making those changes. Once your whānau is ready to make a change, here is one way to think about helping them plan for that change.
• **Draw the goal from the whānau**
  “What do you think you will do now?”
  “What is the change that you would like to make?”
  “Where would you like to go from here?”

• **Explore options**
  “What ideas do you have about how to reach that goal?” (short-term and long-term)
  “What kind of lifestyle changes have you been successful with in the past? What helped you successfully make that change? How do you think you might be able to apply those skills to this situation?”
  (This helps to build confidence in a whānau making a new change.)
  “Would you be interested in hearing about things that have worked for other people?”
  “What do you think about those? What fits for you?”
  “How will you know if the plan is or is not working? What will you do?”

• **If you want** a worksheet, then you might decide to help the whānau complete the change plan worksheet on the next page.

• **If you used the confidence rulers** (page 23) and found your whānau reported a confidence level below 8, encourage a change in the plan to ensure increased confidence. A few ideas for your consideration are:
  o helping build confidence by asking the whānau about previous successful changes
  o discussing adding more support from family and friends
  o exploring thoughts about avoiding ‘risky’ situations where engaging in the problem behaviour will be more tempting
  o Perhaps adding a time limit to the goal at which you can check in with each other and renegotiate (for example, ‘no alcohol for 90 days’ may not seem as overwhelming as ‘a lifetime of no alcohol’ and may help your whānau start on a path of sobriety).

• **Summarise the plan. Include the main reasons for the change and the details of the plan.**

• **Ask about commitment** – “Is this what you are going to do?”
  o Remember that some people are more likely to agree with you as their kaimahi only because they do not want to disagree with you or disappoint you. While it is very important to trust what your whānau says, it may be important to pay attention to your own feelings that your whānau may be trying to please you more than express what is true for them.
  o You may want to share your feelings with your whānau in a supportive and gentle way. For example:
    “I hear what you are saying and I would like to share a concern with you. Sometimes people agree with their kaimahi to be polite or because they like them and that’s nice but might not be the best way for a whānau to reach their goals. If you aren’t sure about something I say or suggest, I hope you would feel comfortable telling me. I really want what’s best for you.”

• **If you hear commitment, reinforce it. If you do not hear commitment, you might ask your whānau whether the plan needs any changes or ask what would help them feel more committed to change.**

**Change plan worksheet**
The following are some examples of how to fill in this type of change plan worksheet. On the next page there is a blank form in case you would like to use it with your whānau. As you fill out the plan, whānau may get nervous and express mixed feelings about making the changes or whether they can be successful. This is normal and you might share this with your whānau. As you hear mixed feelings, it can be important to be flexible and move back to reflecting mixed feelings or working on increasing confidence to make changes. It might be helpful to remind whānau that you both can continue talking about the action plan and make changes as needed in future sessions together.

• **The changes I want to make (or maintain) are:**
  o no drinking alcohol for 90 days: (until 31/3)
  o increase physical activity such as walking
  o help my mum cook meals at hui (until 31/3).
• The reasons I want to make (or maintain) these changes are:
  o I lost my job because of showing up too hungover and missing too much work
  o I want to become fitter so I am a good role model for my children and moko.

• The steps I plan to take in changing are:
  o attend counselling sessions once a week for the next 90 days (until 31/3)
  o walk with my friend three times a week for 30 minutes (until 31/3)
  o let mum know I would like to help whenever we have whānau or hapū hui (until 31/3).

• The other ways people can help me are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person: Mum</th>
<th>Possible ways to help:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teach me to cook; listen when I’m having a hard time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Some of the things that could interfere with my plan are:
  o if I can’t hang out with my drinking buddies at night
  o if my friend doesn’t want to walk.

• My backup plan is working if:
  o my friends ask me to go out drinking and I will tell them I am not drinking but would like to do something else for fun.

• I will know if my plan is working if:
  o I am not drinking alcohol
  o I am creating a new life for myself and my family.

Finish by ask how confident your whānau is that he or she can reach these goals. You can use the confidence ruler (page 23) if you like.
Change plan worksheet

• The changes I want to make are:

• The reasons I want to make these changes are:

• The steps I plan to take in changing are:

• The ways other people can help me are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person:</th>
<th>Possible ways to help:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Some things that could interfere with my plan are:

• My back up plan is:

• I will know that my plan is working if:
Closing the conversation

• **Express your confidence**
  
  “Wow, we’ve accomplished a lot today. You have developed a good plan with a backup if it doesn’t work. You have had successes in the past and have a lot of strengths and skills you can use to achieve your goals. My experience with whānau similar to you is that once the decision has been made, they have found a way that works for them. I’m here to help in any way I can.”

• **Show appreciation**
  
  “Thank you for all your hard work today. I look forward to seeing you next time.”

Hazards to avoid

These things are likely to set whānau back rather than help them move toward making positive changes.

• Underestimating mixed feelings about change: trying to move forward when your whānau still feels unsure about changing. This can lead to the whānau resisting change. When a kaimahi pushes the whānau to make a change plan before they are ready, the whānau has greater difficulty making and maintaining changes.

• Over-prescription: telling the whānau what to do rather than helping the whānau make a plan.

• Not providing enough direction for your whānau; not offering guidance when needed; simply reflecting anything the whānau says rather than carefully selecting important information related to their behaviour and changing it.

MI strategies overview

Below is a guide that combines many of the previous strategies listed to give an idea of a sample session. This guide has more details about what to do depending on how important it is for your whānau to change and how confident they are they can make a successful change.

• **Negotiate the agenda**
  
  o Ask permission to discuss a particular issue.
  
  o Ensure you share the same agenda (matching) as your whānau.
  
  o Use an agenda matching chart (page 22) to help agree on an agenda if appropriate.

• **Assess importance and confidence**
  
  “To help me understand more about how you feel about your drinking, I would like to ask you some questions. On a scale of 0-10, with 0 being not at all important and 10 being very important, how important is it to you to ________________?” (make changes in your drinking; reduce your risk of alcohol-related injuries, etc).

  “What made you choose a (number chosen) and not a 0?”

  “What would it take for you to move from a (number chosen) to a (slightly higher [two points] number)?”

  “Now, let’s say you decided to (stop drinking, reduce drinking, etc), how confident are you that you could do it?”

  “What made you choose a (number chosen) and not a 0?”

  “What would it take for you to move from a (number chosen) to a (slightly higher [two points] number)?”
o If low importance
Try to increase the importance of making a change.
Explore whether they feel torn - they want to change and they do not want to change.
“What would it take to make it more important for you to change?”
“How bad would things need to be to make changing more important to you?”
“When you think about your loved ones (family, friends), what would they say about how important it is for you to change? What are their reasons?”

o If high importance but low confidence
Explore barriers/successes to try to increase confidence.
“What do you see as the barriers to your success?”
“What successes have you had in the past? What helped you to be successful then?”
“Can those same characteristics in yourself or other people help you now?”
“What strategies have you used to overcome barriers in the past?”

o If high importance and high confidence; strengthen commitment to making a change
“What are the main reasons why you want to ____________________ (stop drinking; make changes in your drinking, etc)?”
“What do you hope to accomplish by ____________________ (goals for change)?”
“How will your life and the lives of others around you be affected by ____________________ (your goals for change)?”

• Action planning
“What are you thinking about doing to make these changes?”
“What will it take for you to do that?”
“What strategies are you planning to use? pros and cons?”
“What might get in the way of accomplishing this?”
“How confident are you that you can accomplish this plan as it is?”
“What can you do to be sure you are very confident?”

• Closing
  o Offer support
    “What can I do to help you?”
    “What resources or information would you like?”
  o Express confidence
    “After hearing your plan, I am confident that if you decide to do it, you will be able to find a way to reach your goals.”
  o Express appreciation
    “I really appreciate your willingness to tackle some of these difficult issues.”
    “Thank you for talking with me today.”
Putting It All Together

In this guide we have presented a lot of information and it may now be useful to offer ideas about how to put it all together. Some people might start by adding one element of MI, like using more reflections or using the importance and confidence rulers, which is great. For those who would like to work toward using MI, this section is meant to help you get started.

We would like to offer encouragement in getting started using MI without offering a list of things you have to do each session. In one study, such a list asked therapists to create a change plan with every whānau during the first session and this actually led to poorer outcomes for those whānau who were not ready for change. So, we would like you to think of this section as a menu of options. As you are working with whānau, you will be choosing what to do next based on where you think your whānau is at and when you think they are ready. You might just try something and see how the whānau reacts to see if they are ready, or you might ask a whānau if they are interested in trying an option (like providing advice or information: permission-ask-provide-ask).

Another way to think about this section is as a layout of the various tools and materials used by artists and craftspeople. For traditional artists, it might be your art ‘supplies’, such as plants for creating dyes; various objects to use as paint brushes; materials for weaving; or materials and tools for carving.

Not all of the tools and materials are used for every project. Each whānau is unique and it takes the skill and intuition of the artists (kaimahi) to decide when and what tool or object (MI option) to use next.
Getting started with whānau

Whakawhanaunga (engagement and relationships)

• First ensure your space is set up to create space and flow.
• Mihi including acknowledgement of the strength to present (don't forget to give them a chance to reply).
• Karakia to clear the spiritual pathways for the session(s) – you might do this or give the whānau the opportunity.
• Make introductions and perhaps ask what brings people to the table.
• Lay down the kawa for the session – rules of engagement and roles.
• Outline limits of confidentiality (suicide, homicide, child and elder abuse and any others required of your organisation or by law).
• Describe what to expect from the session(s). For example, how long sessions will be, how often you will meet, that you are not there to make them change – that is up to them to decide, etc. Remember to keep to the spirit of MI and work in partnership.
• Expect and accept ambivalence (MI works best with the most ambivalent whānau).
• Develop rapport/work at developing a partnership or collaborative spirit with whānau.
• Try to create an environment/relationship that is safe for whānau’s disclosure and healing.
• Try to draw out from whānau how their behaviour is creating disharmony within themselves, their families or communities. Explore where the discrepancy is? Is it interfering with their life goals? family harmony? health? spirituality? meaning of life? values? being a positive role model? contributions to their whānau, hāpu, iwi, community?

Possible topics for a first or early session

• Explore the reasons why your whānau has sought help.
• Explore what whānau like about their behaviour. Use reflections, summaries and ask for more examples or other reasons until the whānau seems finished.
• Find out what hasn’t been so good about their behaviour (hassles, downside, less good things – use a term that is only slightly negative). Use reflections, summaries and ask for more examples or other hassles until the whānau seems finished.
• If you have heard both positives and negatives about their behaviour, use double-sided reflections - begin with the good things about the behaviour (sustain talk) and end with the hassles or less good things (change talk).

An early way to draw out change talk from whānau

• Once you have learned something about their behaviour, you might try the rulers to assess importance and confidence (and readiness if importance and confidence are both high) to make a change in their behaviour. Depending on how your whānau responds, you will know what to do next (see pages on Action Plan and closing).
When whānau are torn between continuing their behaviour and changing

• Communicate how normal it is to feel both the need to change and the desire to continue as they are.
• Explore pros and cons (advantages and disadvantages, or likes and dislikes) of their behaviour.
• Explore their life satisfaction and future goals and how continuing with their behaviour would affect these.
• Explore what the worst outcome would be if they continued as they are.
• Explore what the best outcome would be if they did change.
• Explore the costs and benefits of changing.
• Explore other times they have felt like this about something else and how that turned out.
• Ask what ideas the whānau has to try and get unstuck.
• Ask, “If we switched roles, what advice would you give me?”

Feedback, advice or information giving

If at any time, it seems appropriate to give some information, correct misinformation or give advice or feedback, try the ‘permission-ask-provide-ask’ (PAPA) strategy.

Encourage more change talk

Some options are:

• the importance, confidence and readiness rulers
• asking about the good things and less good things (advantages and disadvantages or likes and dislikes) of their behaviour (the less good things, disadvantages or dislikes are change talk)
• explore the costs and benefits of changing
• Have the whānau imagine what might be positive about making a change. What might be the best possible outcome?
• Ask whānau to imagine how life might be better after they have changed (be prepared for how it might be worse if the whānau is torn about changing).

When the whānau verbally commits to changing

Some options are to:

• reflect and affirm
• ask (or reflect) reasons why they want to change
• ask (or reflect) reasons why they want to make changes now
• explore what the whānau plans to do to make those changes
• help whānau brainstorm ways to make changes and choose the best one(s)
• ask who the whānau feels could help them with the changes
• find out what might interfere with making changes (could follow-up by asking whānau for plans to overcome obstacles or brainstorm ways to deal with things that might interfere with changes)
• ask how whānau will know if the plan is working. Again, can brainstorm ways to measure success and what to do if plan is not working or not working as well as they had hoped.

Remember to keep an eye out for the whānau backing down or becoming unsure again about changing and back up with the whānau.

Closing sessions – mihi whakamutunga or whakaotinga

• Summarise where we have been.
• Summarise where we are going, and who is going with us.
• Ask about setting up another appointment soon (if possible and desirable) or as a later check in to see how things are going.
• Express appreciation and hope for positive outcomes.
• For some this might include karakia, for others this might mean leaving them with space to make concluding reflections.
Overall Motivational Interviewing Goals for Kaimahi

- Increase engagement and collaboration
- Increase talk about change
- Express confidence that change is possible
- Support efforts to change.

In general
- Talk less than your whānau does.
- Your most common response should be a reflection.
- On average, reflect twice for each question you ask.
- When you reflect, use complex reflections (paraphrase and summarise) over half the time.
- When you do ask questions, ask mostly open-ended questions.
- Avoid getting ahead of your whānau in terms of their readiness level.

Are your MI skills improving?

*Iti te kopara e kai takirikiri ana*
*I runga I te kahikatea*

“The small bellbird, through persistent pecking, reaches the top of the kahikatea tree…”

“Being consistent in what one focuses on will achieve the goal.”

Reflective listening
- If you make an accurate reflection, your whānau will agree (remember, simple agreement might not mean they really agree) and usually continue talking about the topic in more depth.
- If you are wrong, your whānau will either correct you (good outcome) or will stop talking (bad outcome). To offer an incorrect reflection is sometimes to be expected but offer too many and your whānau will lose patience and will not feel understood.
- If your whānau seems overly agreeable this may be a sign of non-engagement, or that they are just agreeing out of respect.
If discord develops between you and your whānau

- This may be a sign for you to stop what you are doing and consider how you may have contributed to the development of this discord.
- Make reflections of the discord with an aim to understand it and try to get back on the same ‘team’ and work in partnership with your whānau.
- See page 18 on responding to sustain talk.

If whānau are making change statements

- This is a great sign! Keep doing what you are doing and let the whānau do what he or she is doing.
- Reflect these change statements and ask for more details and other examples from them.
- Notice whether it is time to talk about making a change plan or to refer back to the change plan already created.

If your whānau is making both sustain and change statements

- Try using double-sided reflections. Voice both, beginning with the sustain talk and ending with the change talk.
- Try exploring the sustain talk more fully.
- Explore barriers to change.

Pay attention to your own feelings

- If your relationship with the whānau is going downhill, usually you will both notice it. You may think to yourself, ‘uh oh’ or have a physical sensation like a knot in your stomach or start clenching your teeth. This is often a sign to stop what you are doing and try something different.
- You may want to consider consulting with a supervisor, colleague or other professional.
- You might want to reflect on your practice in supervision.
Resources


Websites

The Motivational Interviewing Website: http://motivationalinterviewing.org


Appendix 1: Further reading and resources from the Takarangi Competency Framework


Hatcher, S., Coupe, N., Durie, M., Elder, H., Tapsell, R., Wikiriwhi, K., and Parag, V. (2011). Te Ira Tangata: A Zelen randomised controlled trial of a treatment package including problem solving therapy compared to treatment as usual in Māori who present to hospital after self-harm. DOI: 10.1186/1745-6215-12-117


Appendix 2: He Waka Tapu

He Waka Tapu was established in 1996 by Daryl Gregory. With limited resources and a lot of passion, Daryl commenced working in the area of stopping violence with Māori males. From humble beginnings He Waka Tapu has developed into a large non-government organisation overseeing a broad range of health related issues. The mission statement of He Waka Tapu is:

Me mahi tahi tātau mo te oranga o te whānau
“Working together for the wellbeing of the family.”

As an agency we are deeply aware of the cultural fragmentation that has occurred for many Māori in the context of being a colonised, indigenous people. One of the implications of this is our understanding that Māori who present to our services have differing levels of identification with Māori culture. At one end of the continuum are our whānau who identify strongly as Māori, and at the other end may be whānau who look Māori, however do not identify with Māori beliefs and values or practices, and rather identify more strongly with the dominant culture.

This has implications for the process of whakawhanaunga (making and sustaining connections), manaaki (mana protecting and mana enhancing practices), and treatment matching. This requires staff to be flexible in rapport-building to ascertain and work with the diverse cultural realities of our presenting whānau. Is the whānau interested in exploring their cultural identity or engaging in a cultural way of working? In general we seek to gently normalise the environment of He Waka Tapu so newly arriving whānau feel welcome and can find their own level of cultural comfort without a risk of feeling shamed or scrutinised for any lack of cultural understanding.

He Waka Tapu has a conviction that to be truly effective in helping whānau work through difficult issues requires tika, pono and aroha (truth, honesty and love). Whānau are reminded that a firm commitment to the journey is essential for their whānau and the generations to come. Whānau who engage with He Waka Tapu are expected to reflect on the beliefs and values that support behavioural dysfunction and a lack of healthy family cohesion. They are also encouraged to realise their potential and move towards achieving their whānau aims and aspirations.
Glossary: MI terms

**Ability change talk** – change talk in which the whānau expresses how confident (e.g. “I can”, “I’m able”) they feel in being able to make a particular change; a form of preparatory change talk.

**Absolute worth** – valuing the inherent value and potential of every human being; one of the four aspects of acceptance which is a component of the spirit of MI.

**Acceptance** – the kaimahi communicates respect for the absolute worth of the whānau and their autonomy, and expresses accurate empathy and affirmation; one of the four components of the spirit of MI.

**Accurate empathy** – the kaimahi skill of perceiving and reflecting back the meaning of what the whānau has said or is feeling; one of the four aspects of acceptance which is component of the spirit of MI.

**Activation change talk** – kōrero by the whānau that signals a disposition to change that falls short of a commitment to change; typical words include willing, considering, ready: a form of mobilising change talk.

**Affirmation** – the kaimahi acknowledges the personal strengths and efforts of the whānau; one of the aspects of acceptance which is a component of the spirit of MI.

**Agenda mapping** – a process of choosing a direction, or area of focus, from among several options; this is done in collaboration with the whānau.

**Agreement with a twist** – a reflection followed by a reframe.

**Ambivalence** – the presence of both motivations for and against change.

**Autonomy** – the right of self-determination and choice of the whānau; the kaimahi supports and respects the autonomy of the whānau as one of the four aspects of acceptance; one of the four components of the spirit of MI.
Brainstorm - the kaimahi and whānau generate options together without initially critiquing them.

CAT - an acronym for three subtypes of mobilising change talk comprising commitment, activation and taking steps.

Change talk - talk from the whānau that favours movement towards change in the target behaviour.

Closed-ended question - a question that can be answered with yes or no, or specific information (facts).

Collaboration - an equal partnership with whānau.

Commitment change talk - change talk in which the whānau expresses an intention to carry out change (for example, “I will”, “I’m going to”): a form of mobilising change talk.

Compassion - a caring, humane attitude in which the needs of the whānau are given priority; one of the four components of the spirit of MI.

Complex reflection - a reflection that captures the meaning, or adds additional or different meaning, to what the whānau has just said.

Concluding summary - a reflection that draws together what the whānau has said during the kōrero; the kaimahi is selective in what is included in the summary, using the summary to provide direction and to highlight change talk.

Confidence ruler - a 0-10 scale on which the whānau is asked to rate the level of their confidence in their ability to make a particular change.

DARN - an acronym for the four subtypes of preparatory change talk comprising desire, ability, reason, and need.

Desire change talk - change talk in which the whānau expresses a preference for change (for example. “I want”, “I like”, “I wish”): a form of preparatory change talk.

Direction - the kaimahi maintains in-session focus and momentum toward a change goal.

Discord - interpersonal behaviour that reflects disharmony in the working relationship between the kaimahi and whānau; examples include challenging, interrupting, disagreeing, and ignoring.

Discrepancy - the gap between how things are currently for the whānau, their current behaviour, and their goals or values.

Double-sided reflection - a reflection that includes both sustain talk and change talk, joined by the word “and”.

Elaboration - the kaimahi asks for additional detail, clarification, or example; usually of change talk.

Empathy - the kaimahi communicates accurate understanding of the experiences and perspectives of the whānau; most often expressed by a reflection.

Engaging - the process of establishing a mutually respectful and trusting working relationship between the kaimahi and the whānau; the first of the four processes of MI which must be maintained throughout.

Envisioning - kōrero by the whānau which reflects that they are imagining having made a change.

Evocation - the kaimahi elicits from the whānau their own perspectives and motivation; one of the four components of the spirit of MI.

Evocative question - a strategic open-ended question by the kaimahi to which the natural answer is change talk.
Evoking – eliciting from the whānau their own motivation for change; the third of the four processes in MI.

Expert trap – the kaimahi assumes and communicates that s/he knows the best answer to the problems of the whānau.

Exploring values – a strategy for evoking change talk by asking the whānau to talk about their most important values.

Focusing – the kaimahi and whānau together clarify a direction for change or particular goal; the second of the four processes in MI.

Guiding – a communication style which sits between both directing and following, which helps the whānau find their way.

Importance ruler – A 0-10 scale on which the whānau is asked to rate how important it is for them to make a particular change.

Interim summary – a reflection that gathers together statements by the whānau as means of highlighting key points (for example, change talk) and/or checking out the joint understanding before continuing on.

Key question – a question that seeks to elicit mobilising change talk offered in the transition from evoking to planning.

Labelling trap – the kaimahi tries to persuade the whānau to accept a label or diagnosis.

Mobilising change talk – a subtype of change talk that indicates the whānau is moving towards action to change, which includes commitment, activation, and taking steps.

Motivational Interviewing – a whānau-centred counselling style for addressing ambivalence about change.

Need change talk – change talk in which the whānau expresses the importance or imperative to change (for example, “I need,” “I have to,” “I’ve got to,” “I must”): a form of preparatory change talk.

OARS – an acronym for key micro-counselling skills used in MI, which comprise open-ended questions, affirmations, reflections, summaries.

Open-ended question – a question that allows the whānau to answer as expansively as they wish (in contrast to a closed-question).

Overshooting – a reflection that adds intensity to what the whānau has said; used in a strategic way to get the whānau to ease up on the intensity of what they have said.

Partnership – the kaimahi functions as a partner in collaboration with the whānau, with both sharing their expertise; one of the four components of the spirit of MI.

Planning – developing a change plan collaboratively with the whānau; the fourth process in MI.

Preparatory change talk – a subtype of change talk in which the whānau expresses motivation to change without commitment to do it; comprises desire, ability, reason and need talk.

Question-answer trap – the kaimahi asks a lot of questions, leaving the whānau in a passive role of simply answering the questions.

Readiness ruler – a 0-10 scale on which the whānau is asked to rate the level of their readiness to make a particular change.

Reason change talk – change talk in which the whānau expresses a specific motivation for change in an ‘if… then’ statement: a form of preparatory change talk.
Reflective listening – active listening in which the kaimahi seeks to understand the subjective experience of the whānau by offering reflections on what the whānau has said and the meaning of this.

Reflection – a statement by the kaimahi which is intended to mirror the meaning (explicit or implicit) of what the whānau has just said.

Reframe – a statement by the kaimahi that provides a different (usually more positive) interpretation of what the whānau has just said.

Resistance – an observable behaviour comprising sustain talk and discord which is not usually elicited in MI.

Righting reflex – the natural desire to put things right and to prevent harm.

Simple reflection – a reflection of what the whānau has said which adds no additional content (for example: meaning or intensity).

Spirit – the heart and mind-set of the kaimahi which sets the foundation for how MI is practised; includes partnership, acceptance, compassion, and evocation.

Summary – a reflection that brings together content from two or more statements made by the whānau.

Sustain talk – kōrero by the whānau which favours keeping things as they are rather than movement towards a change goal.

Taking steps – kōrero by the whānau which describes a recent action or step already taken towards change: a form of mobilising change talk.

Transitional summary – a reflection which pulls together what the whānau has said that seems important and signals change in direction or shift in focus for the kōrero.

Undershooting – a reflection that understates the intensity of the content or emotion expressed by the whānau: used in a strategic way to draw out stronger change talk.

Values – those core standards or goals of the whānau that provide meaning and direction in their life.
Glossary: Māori Terms

This glossary is intended for those who may not have any or much Te Reo Māori and may be interested in this guide. The meanings provided are simple meanings – they are sometimes used in slightly broader ways and in a therapeutic frame in this guide.

Hā – breath of life
Hīnaki – eel trap
Hongi – to press noses in greeting
Kaimahi – practitioner
Karakia – means for clearing a spiritual path. A prayer or blessing
Karanga – ceremonial call of welcome to a marae
Kaumātua – elder
Kaupapa – matter for discussion, agenda
Kawa – customs or protocol
Koha – gift, offering
Kōrero – conversation
Mahi – work
Mana motuhake – autonomy, self-determination
Manuhiri – guest or visitor
Marae – traditional meeting place within a village and place of refuge
Mihi whakamutunga – closing speech
Ngā Pou – uprights, support poles or pillars
Noa – free from tapu; ordinary, unrestricted
Ope – group of people moving together
Oranga – health, wellbeing
Puna ora – a spring or well of wellbeing
Taki – the challenge dart/token placed before manuhiri
Tamariki – children
Tāne – god of the forest and birds
Tapu – sacred, prohibited, restricted

Te ao Māori – the Māori world
Tangata whenua – local people, hosts, indigenous people of the land
Tikanga – custom, lore, correct procedure
Tū – shortened form of Tūmatauenga
Waiata – song
Wairua – spirit, soul
Wero – challenge
Whakaheke – the ascension on to the marae
Whakaiti – humility
Whaikōrero – formal speech
Whakamā – shame
Whakamaheretia – planning
Whakamana – to empower, to give prestige to
Whakamārama – to illuminate, focus
Whakatotinga – effective closure
Whakapapa – genealogy, lineage
Whakataunga – point where there is a decision
Whakawhanaunga – the process of making links and relationships
Whānau – family; in this context is used to refer to the client in recognition that all Māori are ultimately related